CIRCUIT DIAGRAM 100-1342-003 REV 0
MULTIPATH INDICATOR 019-1107-077 REV 0

NOTES:
1. UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED, ALL RESISTANCE IN OHMS ±10%, 1/4W.
   CAPACITANCE IN MICROFARADS
2. HIGHEST SERIES R5, C3, D3, Q1.
3. VOLTAGES MEASURED WITH 20KΩ/V VOM
NOTES:
1. UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED RESISTANCE IN OHMS ±10%, 1/2 WATT, CAPACITANCE IN MF'S
2. ARROWS ON POTENTIOMETERS INDICATE CW ROTATION
3. INDICATED SUPPLY VOLTAGES MAY VARY ABOVE OR BELOW NOMINAL VOLTAGES SHOWN
FROM MODEL TO MODEL
4. ARROW-HEADS INDICATE MAIN SIGNAL PATH
5. HIGHEST SERIES NUMBERS C8,C108,DI1,DI01,Q2,Q02,R8,R108
6. COMPONENTS DELETED: C3,C4,C5,C6,C103,C104,C105,C106,
   L1,L2,L101,L102